The computation of the Kronecker canonical form of an arbitrary symmetric pencil  by Lin, Wen-Wei
on of tlie Kroiackm 
Canonical Form of an Arblbaoy Symmefdc Pencil 
submitted by Ludwig Eher 
WepPesentan~~forthecamplltationofthe~~~s~ofa 
spmetrk pencil A - XM. This method, which gre+ the property of symmetry, 
is somewhat different from Van XMxen’s algorithm for the deter&nation of the 
Kronecker structure of an arbitrary pen&l. We show how TV use this method to 
determine the structure of the infinite ekmentary divisors of A-&M and its 
Kronecker blocks, which may occur for the case of a singular pencil. ‘I& c~a of 
computations of our &or&n is cheap3 t&92 Van lXnre~~s algorithm, and the 
syrnmetryofthened~d_~~canbe~.TbR~isfairlystable, 
though we use some nommitaiy transformatk3n ma&i- but b&z norms of these 
matnicesaaebwndedundera~~~TBepresent~~canalsoBe~t~ 
separate from a symmetric pencil a smaller spmnetric reg&r _pn& which contains 
only the finite eigenvalues of the or&#nal one; so this method can be used as a 
“prepcessing” for a @I or ZM aigorithm in c&r to get rid of siqplarities, which 
can be l3nUesome for those algorithms. 
hrj_ && we Lkvestigate the pro&313 of the eigenstmc- 
be (&~e~~&*~s a;?8 a&g&d &o*&er stock 16, p. 291) of a s 
symmetric n x 7c singular pencil A - AM over R. By definition [S] a square 
pencil C- AB [or 8 pair (C, B)] b mlled if det(C - AB) $0. In the 
case det(C - XB) = 
C-XB and Cl-h 
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constant invertible matrices P and Q such that 
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P(C-XB)Q=C,-hB,. (1.1) 
We sometimes denote this equivalence relation by - . 
P and Q are called respectively the left and right transformation matrices 
of this equivalent transformation. Kroneclcer’s theory of sing&r pencils [6, p. 
41) shows that any symmetric pencil A- hM is strictly equivalent to the 
symmetric pencil 
where 
(1) I+, is the k x(k + 1) bidiagonal pencil &ft Kronecker block) x 1 0 
. . 
[ 1 . . 0 ‘Xl , 
(2) Li is the (k + 1) X k bidiagonal pencil (right Kronecker block) 
1 l . 
[ 1 . . l A’ 0 l 1 
(3) Nk has the form 
.L 
;2 x 1 
. . 
. . 
. . 
i’i 
I3 l 
0 I 
ass!ii.ated to the nGpotent Jordan block (infinite elementary divisor), 
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(4) Z, has the form 
[ 
0 1 A+a 
. . 
. . 
* . 
1 l 
X4-a 0 
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associated to the Jordan canonical block (finite elementary divisor of a). 
Several numerical algorithms [S, 7,8,10-l2] have been elaborated for the 
problem of determining the Kronedcer structure of an zubitrary pencil. But 
when the pencil is symmetric, these algorithms destroy the symmetry of the 
currently reduced pencil after the first rauk compression (see e.g. [8, IO]). Fix 
and Heiberger [3] have desched an algorithm to cancel the singuhity of 
A - hM for a positive se$Muite math M and reduce the problem tu a 
small symmetric pencil A-h& which poseses only finite eigenvahes. In 
this paper we genemlize Fix and Heiberger’s mducing procedure on a 
symmetric pencil A - hM to separate all singuhities [including nilpotent 
Jordan blocks aud left and right Kronecker blocks in (1.2)] ~8 the “finite” 
symmetric regular penci! Af -ML+ which has only finite eigenvahes of 
A-hM.Thesymmee~~thecurrendyreducedpencilinthisp~is 
preserved. One may now make use of the QZ [9] or HR [l, 21 algorithms on 
this small rest pei~cil Ar - M#$ to compute the finite eigenvalues. If a 
finite eigenvalue a is known, the above algorithm can be performed on a new 
symmetric pencil A4 - h(A - aM) to determine the complete Jordan struc- 
ture associated to Q. In S&ion 2 we give a computational algorithm for 
symmetric regular pencils; ‘the cost of computations and the numerical 
stability are also discus&. The generalized eigenvahe problem for symmet- 
ric singular pencils is given in Section 3. It is similar to the previous 
dgorithm, but more complicated, since Kronecker blocks may also occ~ [e]. 
Throughout this paper we denote the unit matrix of size n by I,,, the 
n x n aud m x n zero matrices by On and Om,n respectively, the c@yz@ti 
transpse and transpose of A by AH= p pad A* respectively, and the 
&a&& ;pf A ~;vh_;,& .np-- ._..WGS~CS of the i,th to i& rows. and j& 
&umns by A(i,, i,; jl, jz). The direct SW~I of two matrices A 
denoted by A@ 8. 
-We hquentiy use the %k~viqg p-oc&as to determhe the 
given matrix. Let 1 be a user-given criterion for negi@bility; the cahhtio~ 
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should be made with two different values of q (say T = nip or q = 6, where 
(E = machine precision; see [MS, p. 313)). 
(i) Let M !x 8 ml symmtric n X n matrix. There exists an orthogonal 
matrix Q [14, p. 2271 §uch that 
M = Q@QT, 
where 
witll 
Rephcing as by On_,, we have 
and 
We define the spectml timposition of M by 
(~)~tBbeareal(complex)mXnmatrin,m,n.ThereerristmXm 
and R X R orthogod (unitary) matrices U and V [4] such that 
[z 01 
B=U 0 Q VH, L 1 0 0 
where 
with 
set 0 = oR_-l; we then have the singdar due decoxnpc&ition (SVD) of a rank 
r matrix BP (say): 
E 0 
q=u 0 0 VH 
[ I with rank(&/) = r, 3 0 
and 
IV - B,ll~ 1* 
DefinetheSVDofBby 
(iii) Let C be a conqdex symmetric n X n matrix (CT = C). Then from 
131 we have a decomposition of C 
m..v= ; “0 [ I with lank&) = t, 
and 
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&dine the WD of C by 
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2. SYMMETRIC REGUL,AR PENCILS 
In this section we will compute the eigenstructure of the real symmetric 
a x n regular pencil A - XA4 u&g similarity transformations simultaneous 
on both matrices A and LH ti order to preserve symmetry of some sub- 
matrices of ‘rhe original pencil. We fipst determine the eigenstructure associ- 
ated to an infinite eigenvalue. If a finite eigenvalm QI is known, we consider a 
new pencil &# - X(A - aM); using this shift, the eigenstructure correspond- 
ing to a can thus be treated as above. We now perform the following steps 
(set A, := A, MI := M, and nl := n): 
Sfep 1. (a) Find the spectral decomposition of MI [as (1.311: 
where A, is an (n,- s,)X(n,- sl) nonzero diagonal matrix. 
Muki~ly the matrix A! by QT and Q! on the left yd right 
rdg41d partition the transform~.I matrix A, in the 
. 
: 
(b) Find the spectral decomposition of H, [as in (1.3)]: 
where9,isano,~Q,~onzerr,diagonalmatrixanda,+s,=s~. 
Multiply A, and n%, by P;T 3 &ag(I,,_,l, fir) and PI on !Le left 
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and right respwtively, and partition as follows: 
(c) Compute the shgular value decomposition of c, [as in (1.4)], 
(2.3) 
Here G’, has full column rank (i.e., 8, is nonsing&), since tijt 
*did no-t> that would imply that det(A - X-M) = Q bhbly Al 
and Ml by U: = diag(Uz, Is_) and Vz = diq~(I,~_,,,& on 
the left and by Vi, VI on the ‘rig&t. The resulting mat&es are 
then partitioned as 
and 
ns := n1 -sl,and n,=ng-+ 
(d) lGimbte 6, with al as row pivot; i.e., there exists a row 
transformation Fr that uses 9, to zero out tip We can parti- 
(i) 8, and 8, have full rank al and sg, respectively, and 
s1=q+s0 
(ii) (&, dl) and (CT, M3) have hll row rank sg and n3 respec- 
tively- 
ote Xl the product of the transformation matrims 
QlP,U,V,F,. 
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Step 2. Repeat the above procedure (a)-(d) on the symmetric pencil 
A3-Xi& with n3xn, transformation xIl&rices 2, = Q&ylp,F,, 
thus obtaining a similar reduction to (2.4) of this smaUerpen~$L 
These transformations may be embedded in X, = diag&, X,, I,*), 
sothatwehave 
0 
D 
0 
0 
with [c&$~,~] :=&d,, where 
Step j (itufuction s&p). Repeat this 
some j) has Ml mnlz. We 
so WEN-WEI UN 
algorithm: 
ALGommM 2.1. 
(1) j := 1; A, “A; &s&f; nI:=a; X:=&; i(:=O; Q:=() (~=s_~ 
= 0). 
= $) repeat the do (a)-(d) a~ in S@ 1 on the nj X nj matrix pnd 
A, - xMj; compute the transformation matrix 2i := QjPjUVjFj; let Sf := 
nullity of Mr; Qf ‘=rankof ~*; Qj_l'=Sj_l-Sj; Sj+l'= rad Of ej; 
(3) if q =Othenstop;else 
(4) let u = u + sf_;,,; 0 := u + si_l; X, := diag(Z,, f,, I,); compute X := 
XX,; A := XTM; A4 := XTMX; 
(5) let Ed+* := sj. - s1 - sj+,,; define Aj+, and M.,, by deleting the 
first sj+l durnn~ R.! ::', rpylt~ and the last sj columns mdmws of A, md Mj 
respectively; f := j i 9; GoTo (2). 
Note that this &~tith STOPS when Mj+B has full rank and redoes 
A- XM to the follow@ form shown in Figure l(w3 reuse mrne of the 
names of the blocks), where 
(Al) Mj+g hag M rank (thus Sj+g= 0); 
(A2) ar and 9i m nonzero diagona matrices with ~CS Q~ and Sill 
From (Al)-(A4) it follows that the Si form a decreasing sequence and thus 
si -~~+~=a~~0 for 4=1,2,3 ,..., j. I2.S) 
In Lammas 2.1 and 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 we will prove that the forms 
(Al)-(A4) and (2.6) indeed yield the Jordan structue of A - XM at infinity. 
LEMMA 2.1. The pencil in Figum 1 which is obtain& jbm Algorithm 
2.1 by sto@ng at stage j + 2 is strictly equkakr~ to the pm91 
re k_ 4 qn.AE h xh with h = u + u) haue the staircase form shown 
in F&URZ 2 (the gel case win be sufickntly ill~ted by considering 
the case j = 5), where is, j, indicate fkxqwctiwiy the correspondi~ row and 
. 
X*AX-XX=MX = 
- 
. . . . . . 
El A j+2 
. . . . . . 
0 
c.1 
*I* 
0 ’ Q “I$ I 7 > s 4 
0 
II 
njt2 
I 
Cl.2 
I 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
ii! 
0 0 
. . . . 
. . c: 
!I A4 j+2 _ 
. . . . . . 
0 
FIG. 1. 
W) &Jl, i,; 1, j,) fmd &&i,, i,; jr, j4j hme ji4U m.0 rcmk; 
(B2) M,(L is; 1, jJ and M,( il, ir; j,, j2 j haue jidZ column tank; 
@3) M,(L i,; ja, j5) = Mz( ,(h i2; js, j4) = 
i@&, i,; j,, j,) haoe jkll column 
(W M,(&p i,; j,, ja j =: Mz(ig9 ia; j,, j,) 
1,3,5) QW nonzero diagonal mutricm. 
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Rc. 2. 
Pmof’. We prove this inductivdy by co-g the tranhmatim 
that zero all blocks on the i&t of A$ and Af in Figure 1 respectively. Since 
~~~fullranL,there~aoohurmtransformatiormthatusesthisbloclrto 
zerooutthefirstblo&ontheleftofMf Merwads the modified nonxeso 
rmation using 8, as pivot. We 
8, gg g&&s. 33 
some suitable permutations, we then have the following equivalent pencils: 
A-A (z 8) . 
where A, has the same form as A, except for some stdrcases above and to 
theleftof ad aud8,(t=P,3 ,..., f). 
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NOW w zwo OUT d bM respectively above and to the left of ~j and Qi 
(i = 1,3,..., j), using e,,..., e1 as row and column pivots, and then obtain 
that Figure 1 is equivalent to Figure 2. ‘Fhe conditions (Bl)-(B4) az clearly 
obtained from Algorithm 2.1. Further, the last h columns of the right 
transformation matxix in (2.8) or (2.7) are a basis for the invariant subspace 
corresponh to the infinite eigenvalue of A - AAL 
Pmofl §ince the pencil A, -Xi& is symmetric in block form (see 
Figure 2), we only need to consider the blocks in the upper triangle; those in 
the lower txiangle can be treated in the same way. We prove this inductively 
. 
bycxm&u&qc&mnorrow~ and8VDthatzesooutthe 
11onze111 blocks of M_ in F&ure 2 to the form of Figuxe 3, using appropriate 
noI&gular matrices a§ pivots. 
Webeginwiththecentralsibma&of M_,shownforthecasej=3in 
Figure 5. From the full cohunn and row rank conditions (@l)-(M) we zero 
out the nom blocks in above numerical order from 1 to 6 (see Figure 5), 
where 
nG.3. 
FIG. 4. 
0 
0 
0 F 0 
denote dmm and row tradomations arespe&ively, using the nonsingular 
matrices * as pivots, Jj @ denotes sing&r value decomposition of an m X n 
matrix with ni+ > z. TIN mc&ied n~nzer~ lzhh above S,, & as, md @85 
in Figure 2 are eliminated immediately by column and row transformations 
using e, as pivot (see Figure 6). 
We now consider the submatrix of I&, as for the case j = 5, and so on; 
we petiixm the eliminations in the above order (for the case j = 3) in an 
that-d, - XM, - A, - hi@&, where d, 
e block form as A,, and hastheformofFigure3.Tounitize 
the blockdiagonal &j,&SS...I &i h A, by m&i&hg by &i’,...,&,’ 01il 
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FIG. 6. 
the left, and dj, dj, dj_2, bj_2,.  . , 61, bl by multiplying by 
&~1,6~1,...,bi1,@i1 on the r&h!, we then have A, - X2$, --- Xh - A&,,. 
I 
. . . 
l . 
K2 ’ Ii 
G2 0 . 
. . . . 
. . 
f j-l 0 G*- 11 
-A 
0 fj+l 0 
GT-1 0 OS, 
. . . . 
G; ' 
. 
0 J3 
0 0 bl 
, (2.9) 
(i=2,4 ,..., j+l), 
zi’= ‘0‘ 0 ! _ II 0 0 a, (i=l*3,..., j), 
ai 
(2.10) 
and 
GP 
a,+1 
0 z 
[ I 1 0 0 
. 
1 ++S I tt6 (4=2,4 ,..., j-l), 1Qi+1 (2.11) 
(i-2.4 ,..., j+l). 
. . 
. 
d,-1 
9 
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(i=2,4,...,j-1) 
e 
and 
81 
. 
?M?lW@aSeqUell~Of~W~ WlliCll m Wnmalize fj+l, 
I*- 19 d Gj-1 to fj+l, fj-1, d cd-1 respedively. Thou& tbetransforma- 
tions affect the matrices I’, Kf+l, and &I, they can be immexliately 
nomushed to ‘&e form (2.10) by using some suitable c&mu trausformatious. 
The matlices drT_l, K;+l* and K;_1 in the lower triangks of &, zmd Hh 
can also be nonnaked by the transposes of the same trausformztiss as 
above. This process of normalization can be continued throuUp the whole 
matrixfori= j+l, j-1,...,2andykidstheresult(2.9). m 
FROF+OSITIOIU 2.4. lh indices (si ) given by Aijgixithm 2.1 ample- 
tdy fhtennine the .vtmctam at 00 of the pencil A-X&& A-M has 
ki,(=q-t*+i ) &WYWQ diaisors (l/h)’ (i == P, . . . , j + I). 
proof. By Lemmas 2.1,2.2, and 2.3,“” have that the pencil A - hA4 is 
strictly equivalent to the pencil Hh - Xl& ss in (2.9). 
By Algorithm 2.1 and (2.6) we obtain that 
and 
S(-Si+l=Q~ fcbz i=P,2,...,ji-a. (2.12b) 
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From (2,12) and the relations !2.lQ), (2.11) it fohvs that 
(2.13) 
It is ssy to see that by p$oIming some suitable row and column permuta- 
tions the pencil Hh - AM, is equivalent to the pencil shown in Figure 7. 
Again performing a separation of stwture elements by permutations only, 
0 Z 
q+l 
6 
q+ 1 
. 
. 
. 
I l - 
aj+l . 
0 
(i +l)Oj+I ’ 
0 
. . . 
FIG. 7. 
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the pend in Figure ‘? can be brought to the canonical form 
where 
. 
. 
. 
x 
. 
. 
as in (1.2). We then obtain the desired resuit. q 
I-lExbal e.,yl)l If a is a real eigenvahe, in order to determine an 
ehnentary divisor of the finite eigenvalue a, we need only replace the roles 
of A and M iu Algorithm 2.1 by M aud A - aM reqtiveIy* When a is a 
complex conjugate eigenvaim it is iquired to revise some substeps in step 1 
of AIgorithm 2.42) as follows: Let A, and Ml be two symmetric complex 
matrices. 
Step 1’. (a’) Compute the singular value decomposition of Ml [as in (1.5)]. 
The matrices Q, and A, in (2.0) are amitary and positive 
diagonal respectively. 
(b’) Compute the singular value decomposition of HI [as in (1.511. 
The matrices p1 and @1 in (2.2) are unitary aud positive 
diagom!l reqectively. 
(c’) Compute the sing&r value decomposition of 6, $s in (1~4)]~ 
azd replace fir by @ throughout substep (c). 
The other procedures aud notation of step l’, which we have not 
mentioned, are the s-e as step 1. 
We then get a similar thnm, say 
Indeed, at the beginuing the finite 
can perfom AIgorithm 2.1 to caucel 
A - XM and deflate it to a smaller regular pencil A,- Xlw, (see Lemma 
80 WEN-WEILJN 
%.I), which cm&ins dy finite 261105, and then 0x19 cm use the wellhown 
QZ [ill] or HI3 [I, 21 algodthms tocompute the finite zeros 0 (say). In fact, if 
infinite elementary divhs of degnse hi&r than one xzur in the pend, it 
canbe~~~theQZ~~;hencewemustfirstgetridof 
tnfinite (or very large) e&em&es and then use Algorithm 2.1 or 2.1’ on the 
M - A(A - &j to compute a &one&x basis (Le. a basis of the 
RBIURK 2.5(2). F’mm Lemma 2.1 one can transform A - XM to the 
form (2.8), yielding the Uinite elementary divisors and a defkd pencil 
Af-hMf wi& only finite eigendw. At &is stage the last k columns of 
righttrsnsfcnmationmatrixarerecog&&k3sakmeckerbasisofthe 
inva&nt s&spaoe of the pencil &,-xM- as in (2.81, and only stable 
m- pmducts of the factors $-’ (4 ml,..., 
Algorithm 2&l (i-l,..., - - n A) 
Intact,in~~litisnotn~to~~~theinversr!obM~to 
zen,outthe~on~~leftOaM~Wehavethefaiilowingm~~~:~:: 
beagIven~t~forn~~~.Thaae~~~~mrrtrigQ 
tf,,,} in: D and Id,1 > q; it follows that 
havs IDI-l~rMfl(DI-lfl = J (a cliagod mat& 
tith*loOnthe .ThenusethismatrktozerooutalH&ksonthe 
I& ~4 it (the large factors l//i&i in these blocks can be canceled by 
~~~by~~~~~).~~~havsatmastthsfactorl/~ 
aff8ct@thellormoftheright tmn&rmaHon matrix, instead of l/q. From 
step l(b) of Algorithm 2.1 and (13) we have q<e&@& (the smallest 
&9 of a*) for i=l,..*, f; it follows that ll4;lll< l/q. On the 
Q, are very j;man compared with the whole matrix; hence, 
~~~~iaftsctsthe~~~~f~~~metrlces,thenormsd~ 
matrkes do not grow large qickly. Therefore t&s pmeedum, used to 
to A”, - AM_, is still fairly stable. 
discus&n for the case of complex matrices A and M. 
mat&es &at bring A-AM to its ICrone&er 
onemustzerooutsomestakaseformsoverthe 
subdiagod and perform transfm s k I,ez~m 2.2 and 2.3. These 
pivot& The cx3mpaktation of this 
BSBURE 2.5@. If, in spite of the symmetry, we use Van Dooren’s 
&#thm [lo] on the symmetri __c ~xil A - hM for computing the Kmnecker 
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t3tnWum, the3 we get only one piece of information sir i.e. the nullity of the 
currkt matrix in step f (see [lo, Algorithm 3.11). In order to obtain the 
number of &one&r chains of size t (U( = SI- 81+1), it is necesUy to 
cMI[Lpufe the nunity $+1 of the a current matrix in step 1+1. The 
dimensions oic the current matrices in steps C and i + 1 [lo, Algorithm 3.11 are 
plr and n, -Si RlQBCtiVdy, where l+-tZ-Sl-*** -St-p NOW if WeuSe 
Algorithm 2.1 or 2.1’ on A-W to determine the number of &one&r 
~gfsizeI(a,~8(-8~+~),Weneed~ownprtethermllitys,obIbg,[~ 
in (2.O)J and the nullity Si+l of Hf [as ii3 (2.211. We know that M, has 
dime&m n, (n,=n-sl- l *a - 8+ I), but Hf has dimdOn SC; if St e t’b 
for all i, then on using Algorithm 2.1. or 2.1’ instead of Van Douren’s 
algorithm [lo] one ahnost hahvs tlhe operations in one step, and the symme- 
try is &o preserved. 
3. SYMMETIW SINGULAR PENCILS 
Thestn@ureofsingularpendlsismorecomplexthanthatofreguIar 
pendlsbecauseoftheoccmxWe of the Kronecker blocks as in (1.2). In this 
sectronwedemoDLPtratehowto~thefinlte~pendlAf-hMf 
and the singularity ~{A,-rlM,,A,-hM,,A,-M,} with an al- 
gorithm similar to Algorithm 2.1. T%ereby A, - Xad, and A: - Mf become 
equivalentto $,P,,L,,~dwehBv6A,-;\ih2,- @:,&and A,-?&!$- 
@1,,2, as in (1.2). When the pencil A - XM is siq@ar9 the matrix G, in 
(2.3) no longer has full column 1 T&I, but using some appropriate partitions 
and transformat&ns similar to step l(a)-(d) of Algoxi+ti 2.1(%), one can also 
obtain the following result Iike (2.4) (here we use the same notation as in step 
1 andset Al:= A, B1 := 8, md nit= n): 
B, I$ II, 65, 0 
8; A, 0 0 0 
X,T(A, - h&)X, = 
62 WEN-WEI UN 
where X, is the product of the transformaticm matrices, s1 = e, + rli, and 
rank@,) = s2’ 
~e~~~~procedrr~(3.1)untllthematrix MI+,(j=1,3,...)hasM 
kti, as desc&ed in the following algorithm. 
AilGWrrHIbi 3.1. 
(1) j :a 1; A, := A; MI :P M; uI := u; X :E I,; yT:= I,,; q:= us := a1 :r 
0, := 0; 
(2) repeat the above pnx&ure (3.1) on the n-xnj matrix pencil A,- 
h~j; compute the tlWSfolTI.Iation m8tIiX ~ j := QaijUj13Pj; let Sj := nullity of 
Mj; d, 
d 
:=rank of aj; s +I:= 
:= s~_~ - sj (d, = 
‘-[3) 
d 
~ of ~j; rj := d j + sj+l; qj+l)/e== sj - rj; 
); 
if 8 j := 0 then stop; else 
(4) let ul:= u,+sj_l; v1:=vl+sj_2; ~~:=t(g~s~_~+e+~~~; I++: 
v, + rj_2 (e. = r_l = s_1 = so = 0); 
XXj; A := X%X; iU := X%X; 
X, := d&&I,, X,, I,,); compute A .- 
(5) let nj+2=nj-sJ-- Sj+l, l define A j+2 and Mj+, by deleting the fsst 
Sj+ 1 columns and Sj+ 1 ~~andtbelastsjoolumnsandsj~~ofAjand 
Mj respectively; j := j +2; GOTO (2). 
This algotithm stops when Mj+2 hasMrank.AsinLemma2.1,wecan 
ak~ uw this matrix to zero out the nonzero bkks on the left of it, and 
eliminate the modified nonzero blocks left on A 
tions using 0j as pivot. Then we have 
j+2 by some row transfonna- 
-3.1. ThepenciZA-AMi&ictZyeq&aknttothepenciE 
A,-hM, 0 
* I AS-AM, )h’ 
(34 
Whem Af’ A4+2, Mf E Mj+, ad A, - XMz has the staimase jinm shown 
in F@m 8 (the gmml case wiU be af&ientZy ills by colzsiderfng 
t&case j=3), andwhere 
(W &(L i,; 1, j,) Mlil! Mf(L id; 1, jJ hveji4U TML) mrrk; 
(c8 M,(l, i,, j,, jJ = @is, i,; 1, j,) !WS fill ~&ZZI i6mk; 
(C3) WI, i2; j,, j2) = ii@,, i2; j,, j,) has jidl mnk, and ei, ai (f = 
1,3) are r8unxsm Enlu~es. 
proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1; the conditions 
(Cl)-(63) are obtained immediately from Algorithm 3.1. E r. 
w 
I 
l 
0 
@l 
0 
a t 
I 0 0 
o 0 
l-t- 0 0 . 
Ad - Aaa, 
Ad- 
&= 
0 
83 KS . . . . . 
l %,_). 0 0 q-1 
0 Oij+r K,+1 Q 
0 q+1 Ir’ Q 
KF1 0 Q q-9 
. 
,Ks' l ’ 
. . 
l Ii 
‘2 GB ~*,,r, . . . . . . 
f j-1 0 G,-1 
0 f,+1 0 
.q-10 08, 
(3 5) P * 
. . . . 
G 
0 
'a*81 
. . 
0 
*a 
0 
I 
81 1 
(1-a,r,..., j+l)~ 
(3 e) . 
(r=1,3,..., j) 
0 
0 
) d ’ 
3 % 
1 81 
FICA 9. 
and 
4+1 
c . 
I 
Cl/r 
I 
G,= 
St bf 
[ jJ %+, s, (i=2,4,...,j-11, (3.7) L 0 
(i=2,4,...,j+1), 
hofi Since every * in Figam 9 is nonsin 
notra$in*r Xmeri~S on the r right corner 
norm the 
those in psi- 
WEN-WE3 WN 
tions (a), (b), aad (c)-to the identity andl pmsxve I&,. The lower left comer 
canbetreatedinthesameway. m 
&lWoSlTION 3.4. z&t j=2k-1. z%e ind&x?s {e,li=l,..., k} and 
(dili=l,..., j+l} dete&ne~&mecker .mctmoftlrepenctlA-XM: 
(i) thereared, injSnWelmmt.ayd~tiof~i (i=l,...,j+l); 
(ii) Mafee, KmneckerbkdsL,_l of&i-l(i=l,...,k); 
(iii) themums, KmeckerbZocksL~_I ofsizei-l(i=l,...,k). 
Proof. By Mgori+h 3.1 and (3.4)-(3.7) we have the following relations: 
sl-rl=e,, s3-tj=e,,..., Sj - fj = ek, 
'i-sg- 1, d r3-ssq= 3S...¶ 3 'j-"j+l =dj, (34 
"e-53 =dB, s,-s5=dlP..., s$ - dj+l (j=2k-1). 
It follows that 
i+m 
= j~lldl+ C (42 - l)e,. 
l-i l-1 
Now, it is easy to see that by performing some suitable permutations the 
per~il A,- XA4, is equ&alent to the pencil (Av - AM,)@(A,- X&J, 
where the factors are shown in Figures 10 and 11. il&ain performing a 
separationofstnlctW elements by permutations ody the pencil (AY - AM,) 
@(A, __ - X-M,) can be brought to the canonical form 
where L,_, and Nq are 
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*oa -AM,= 
0 
. . . 
0 
0 
. . . 
FIG. 10. 
P(A, - AM,)@ = 
1 * t I = 
A, --“Mg 
I 
I 
= 
- 
-A 
0 
0 
o .I,. . I 
l l 0 ‘I,*, 1 
1 0 
l . . 
0 
bp . l . . 
l I;, 0 
I 
=& - . 
0 
l . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 0 =I 
Pkuofi Using Lemmas 3.9 and 3.3 and Proposition 3.4, and applying 
Algorithms 4.1 and 4.5 in [IO] to the pencil A, - h&, we obtain the desired 
result. 
From above oxuoky and Lemma 3.1 it cleariy follows that 
COROLURY 3.6. A - hM is strictlg q&xhn# to 
, (3.1lj 
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(1) If A - AM is a comp!ex sirq@ar mcil, we aho have a revision of the 
step (34, qlacing the spectral decomposition by a SVD as m step 1’ in 
Remark 2.5(l), and then we can construct an Algorithm 3.1’ (say) with the 
above elementary step. 
(2) hdeed, when det(A - AM) = 0, the eigenvalue problem A - AM is 
c!llmdy lieglardled as “ii’ ptIkxxr [!a, 10, l2, 151. AIgorithm 3.1, Lemma 3.1, 
and ChoRary 3.5, though show *&at it can be possible to reduce such pencils 
to the form (3.11) and t?. IS extract a “finite part” Af - XMf with only finite 
eigenvahes. We do not leant to emphasize that this part is well conditioned. 
Onthe~~,almostany~~aofa~~pencilvPillturn 
this pencil to a regular one. For example, the wci! 
1 0 x1 A 0 0 1  
has Kronecker blocks L, aud Li. A possible perhubath of this penci! is, e.g. 
1 
ox 1 
h -(0 0 
1 Q/2 -c,h-La 1 
(with Ir,l smaUer thau ma&he man). Its determinant is r,A3 + c,Xs + 
f,X+(o.Uptoascalar~rwecanfhus~~anypdynomi$landalso 
any&~Ms roots (iufinity also, by choosing c3 = 0). Nevertheless, using 
the QZ or HR algorith on a “finite part” Af- hMf is mom reaso&le 
thm us&g it on the whole pencil A - AM, since the QZ or QR algorithm is 
not able to d&&g&h ‘hguh” eigenvhes from Take” ones, Worse, it is 
possible that none of the ratios correspMbds to a “regh” eigenvalue, as 
showu iu the following example: The symmetric pencil 
2. But it 
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has apparent eigenvahms l/O, O/O, O/O, l/O detected by the QZ algorithm 
on the pencil 8(A - XM), where 6 = [e,,, . . . , e,]. 
(3) The cost of computations in Algorithm 3.1 is much lower than in 
Van Dooren’s Algorithms 4.1 and 4.5 in [lo], and the symmetry of the 
current matrix is also preserved. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have developed some algorithms for the computation of 
the IGonecker canonical form of a sing& pencil. The method has a lower 
compkxity (i.e. number of multiplications), and so is cheaper than [S, lo], 
when the size of the singxrlarity is much smaller than the dimension of the 
pen& Though some nonunitary transformations are utilized in olur al- 
gorithms, the norms of these transformations am hounded under a tolerance. 
A combination of the QZ or HR algorithm aad our algorithms can be used 
for the determination of the Kronecker structure of a symmetic pencik Since 
the eigenvalue problem for a singular pencii is an ilkonditioned problem, i.e., 
any imull perhubation may affect the structure of this pencil, so we cannot 
guarantee that the computed structure indeed corresponds to pencil; but for 
the regular pencil it is relatively stable bmark 25(2)]. 
Numerical experience with our methods is still Iacking. Kowever, the 
main aim of this paper is to expose the relations between Kroneclcer indices 
and the symmetry of an arbitrary symmetric penci!. 
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